
Rowmarker Art. 438

Description

The Rowmarker is a simple and lightweight device for producing parallel rows. These
rows facilitate sowing, thinning and later hoeing and weeding throughout the growing
crop. Parallel rows also make harvesting easier.

In just a few steps and without tools, both the number of rows and row spacing can be
precisely adjusted.

The Rowmarker is suitable for professional gardeners and vegetable producers as well
as private gardeners.

Assembly
Handle assembly:
To avoid bending the rail, attach the wooden handle to the ferrule
before assembling the rest of the Rowmarker.

Step 1: Insert the handle into the tooth with the ferrule, align it and
push it in by hand.

Step 2: Place the tooth without wedge against the edge of a post
(e.g. door frame, table leg, etc.) and hit with a hammer or piece of wood on the opposite end (see
photo).

Step 3: Secure the handle with with a screw.

Bar assembly: (only with Rowmarker no. 438/2 120cm
long): fix both rails (60cm) together and secure with  2
bolts and nuts (M5x10) supplied.
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Attention: attach handle first
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Tooth assembly and adjustment:
1. place wedge and tooth in position
2. put the wedge in the tooth
3. insert the bar
4. wedge is UP = LOOSE

tooth can be moved
5. adjust the distance
6. wedge is DOWN = FIXED

tooth/ distance is fixed
Holder assembly: (for holder no. 438 ZW , supplied with 438/2, which allows adjustment of the working angle)

set reduction plate ( ) and fix the ferrule with a bolt adjust the desired angle:
mount with 2 bolts M5x12 -20° 0° +20°
M5x10 (centre hole) and fix with bolt M5x12

Tip
- use a garden line to ensure producing straight rows
- any teeth which are not needed can be mounted on the rail
reversed, with the tooth tips pointing upwards.

Maintenance and care
- wash wedges and teeth with clean water and dry
- gently oil the surfaces and store in a dry place
- soak the handle with linseed oil

Inventory and spare parts
a. Art.- no. 438/1 Rowmarker 75cm (compl.)

b. Art.- no. 438/2 Rowmarker 120cm (compl.)

c. Art.- no. 438 ZT Tooth with taper (fix)

d. Art.- no. 438 ZWTooth with taper (angle
adjustable, -20°, 0°, +20°)

*. Art.- no. 438/S1 Bar 75cm
#. Art.- no. 438/S2 Bar 120cm (2-parts)

e. Art.- no. 438 Z Tooth
f. Art.- no. 438 K Wedge
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           Manufactured by                                                     of Switzerland and sold in the UK by
Blackberry Lane  (Dave & Val Taylor) Tel: 07792 592068 Wilanson, Lapford, Crediton, Devon, EX17 6LY, U.K.

www.blackberrylane.co.uk   blackberrylane.co.uk@gmail.com


